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NEEDLES IN A HAYSTACK
Improving accessibility of 
Interaction Patterns
George Abraham (sga72@drexel.edu)
ABSTRACT
Transferring knowledge across domains is a challenge. Interaction patterns have been 
suggested as means to bridge human computer interaction (HCI) and the software 
engineering (SE) communities to transfer expertise. Poor accessibility of interaction 
patterns has been cited as a reason for its lack of acceptance by the SE design 
community. A case-based-reasoning (CBR) approach has been applied for retrieving 
“software” design patterns in the past but has not been exploited for interaction patterns. 
The existing interaction pattern structure and format enhances readability but does not lend 
this advantage to retrieval. This research demonstrates how CBR can be applied to select 
candidate interaction patterns from a pattern repository or case-base. The selection is 
performed based on a computed similarity between a design problem space (web-design) 
and interaction patterns. In doing so we also suggest improvements to the existing pattern 
format/structure in order to enhance accessibility. 
INTRODUCTION
Interaction patterns
A pattern is a proven solution to a recurring problem. It comprises of problem description, 
the context of the problem, the competing forces or constraints that need to balanced, a 
concrete solution, an example, diagram and references to higher level and lower level 
patterns (Alexander, 1979). It is written in a simple and illustrative way that could be read 
and understood by a layman.
Interaction patterns capture proven solutions to recurring problems in the human computer 
interaction domain. Just like Alexander’s patterns, it captures solutions to recurring 
interaction design problems.  It is presented in a way that could be understood by designers 
and end-users alike. A collection of related interaction patterns arranged hierarchically 
comprise a HCI pattern language. Figure 1 shows an example HCI pattern language for 
interactive exhibits (Borchers, 2001).
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Fig1. HCI pattern language for interactive exhibits (Borchers, 2001)
PROBLEMS
The hierarchical arrangement of interaction patterns makes the task of finding 
related and relevant patterns easier, but:
 What if the web design task at hand has no explicit relation to an interactive 
exhibit (fig 1), but after reviewing the related patterns it could be determined that 
“attract visitor” and “immediate feedback” are still relevant to the design task? 
How to provide access to these embedded patterns?
 What if the pattern description is a match but the pattern name is 
inappropriate, or how to search for interaction patterns based on a similarity with 
the description? 
 If a pattern language for the design activity does not exist, how to assist 
designers and users in creating their own pattern language?
Organizing pattern collections for improving access  (Welie and Veer, 2003)
 HCI Pattern language 
 Patterns based on functionality (e.g. searching, navigation etc.)
 Patterns based on Site-type (e.g. e-Commerce, community website patterns)
In all these approaches there is only one possible way to access the patterns. This 
limits the re-use of patterns in terms of applying a similar solution for a similar 
problem in a different context (across pattern piles). 
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Fig 2. Web design using interaction patterns
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Fig 3. Building a pattern language from collections and available pattern languages
METHODOLOGY
METHODOLOGY (contd.)
CBR refers to the process of solving new problems based on solutions of similar 
past problems. At the heart of this approach lies a case-base with stored cases 
(unique instances). A case is a problem-solution pair with the outcome of applying 
the solution. The CBR process or cycle comprises of four stages: 1) retrieve 
similar cases from case base, 2) reuse the retrieved case for solving the problem, 
3) revise the proposed solution if necessary, and 4) retain the final solution as a 
new case (refer fig.5). 
A case is analogous to a pattern in terms of the problem solution pair. 
Representing a case is always a challenge in CBR. Decisions need to be made 
regarding the structure of the case so as to facilitate efficient retrieval and storing 
a new learnt case.
casePatterns: Building a case-base of patterns
30 website interaction patterns (www.welie.com & http://designinginterfaces.com/) 
were randomly selected to be represented as cases to be used by a CBR prototype. 
Due to the lack of an agreed upon domain ontology, each pattern was manually 
translated into a case structure that could be indexed for retrieval.
Fig 4. Mapping interaction patterns into casePatterns
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CBR prototype
After the case-base was populated, a CBR prototype was developed using 
jCOLIBRI, an open-source CBR framework. In the prototype, an interaction designer 
or user inputs problem attributes based on the case structure to query the case 
base. Each problem attribute has been assigned a default weight in order to 
establish relative importance. This default assignment can be changed based on 
user requirements. 
Based on the input parameters the prototype computes a similarity match between 
the acquired problem and cases in the case base. On successful execution the 
prototype returns three (default value) candidate casePatterns that have the highest 
numerical similarity with the current problem. 
Since the CBR prototype allows the user to retrieve patterns based on problem 
description, it assists in developing an interaction pattern language customized for 
the design activity.
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Fig 5. Working principle of the CBR prototype (adapted from Aamodt and Plaza, 1994)
DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK
 Allowing the user to assign relative importance of problem attributes provides 
a customized result
 CasePattern (fig. 4) leverages existing HCI pattern languages by retaining 
context and reference patterns
 Effectiveness of the CBR approach is dependent on the number of cases 
(pattern instances) in the case-base, and so future work would involve 
automated acquisition of cases from textual pattern descriptions.
 The revise (edit existing pattern) and retain aspects (add new pattern to case-
base) of the CBR cycle have not been explored yet. This phase is incumbent on 
a robust and inclusive case structure being developed and is also an area of 
future work.
 Empirical evaluation of the prototype is yet to be completed to gauge the 
practicality and quality of result (retrieved patterns).
